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Conveying 
Sensoriality 
in Naming

With consumers more acute to the 

sensorial experience of their brand 

purchase and discovery, engaging 

with their senses has become an 

essential focus of branding. Today’s 

customer relates to a brand through 

a set of interactions that involve not 

only rational and physical behavior, 

but also emotional and sensorial. 

Lodging a brand’s name across sensorial 

categories is a great way to ignite 

sensory stimuli, as we unknowingly 

attach intrinsic meaning to certain 

sounds, to certain sights, to certain 

flavors and taste, and certain scents. 

Sensorial Naming, A 

Doorway to the Brand 

Universe

believe a brand is built on 4 key facets that shape a 

brand’s core identity and perception.

By opening doors to the imaginary world the brand 

awakens, the Brand Universe is an important part 

of the narrative, and a powerful tool in developing 

emotional resonance between the brand and the  

consumer. From a consumer’s standpoint, this often 

implies projecting sensorial elements onto the 

brand, such as vivid images, sounds, smells, tastes 

and touches that feel familiar and are attached to a 

scope of common or intimate perceptions.

There are different ways to convey the sensoriality 

of a brand universe through the name but one of 

them is sensorial naming. Sensorial naming consists 

in choosing a name that falls into the consumer’s 

five senses. As it is not invasive, it just leaves you 

a subtle impression and a unique feeling. It allows 

to make a connection between functional and 

emotional benefits (one of our 4 facets, that we call 

Truth) whilst opening a brand universe.

Nadège Depeux and Charlotte Rosati

Labbrand Paris

4 Facets Model

Whilst a brand name is first and 

foremost a sign of recognition, it is also 

an invitation to enter and experience a 

Brand Universe. Here at Labbrand, we 
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Naming 

through the 

Five Integrated 

Senses

We perceive our 

world through five 

senses that compose 

us - our eyes, 

our ears, our skin, 

our nose and mouth 

are all receptors that 

SIGHT

SMELL

TASTE TOUCH

HEARING

without going deep in the description, leaving it 

open to experience and interpretation.

But there are also some brand names that make 

you see, touch, smell, hear and taste through their 

meaning. They transport consumers into a specific 

relay information to the brain about our environment. 

Being sensorial for a brand name can start of as generic and 

just stating the word sense. When you are named “SENSEO” 

for instance (coffee capsules), you promise a sensorial quality 

Feather is a Japanese brand of razor established in 

1932. Opting for a name such as “feather”, which is 

opposed to the intrinsic sharpness of the product, 

aims to convey a sense of the smooth and caressing 

effect of the razor as it touches the skin. The name 

“Feather” is an object that symbolizes the sensation.

Goop is the lifestyle wellness brand developed by 

celebrity Gwyneth Paltrow which started off as a 

TOUCH

universe through existing nouns that convey one 

specific sensation.

Let’s see how it works through examples from 

different senses.

Feather  |  Goop

weekly newsletter, aimed at providing information 

related to food, health and travel. The word goop 

is defined as “any thick liquid or sticky substance”. 

Whilst the sensation of a sticky substance could 

seem unpleasant, it conveys the raw and organic 

aspect of the brand’s offer (skincare, food, gut health, 

etc.). The term goop is a texture that evokes a 

sensation. 

Source: Feather, Goop
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Orange is a multinational telecommunications 

corporation of French origin. It has 256 million 

customers worldwide and employs 95,000 people in 

France, and 59,000 elsewhere. It is the tenth largest 

mobile network operator in the world and the fourth 

largest in Europe. With this name “orange”, you can 

see the brightness and vitality of the color. In this 

case, it is a color that symbolizes the sensation.

SIGHT Orange  |  Eclaz | Clearblue

Eclaz is a new technology of window glass developed 

by Labbrand for Saint-Gobain, the world leader in 

coated glass. With Eclaz name, derived from French 

Eclat (radiance) you can see the lights entering your 

house for ultimate wellbeing. It is the light that 

symbolizes the sensation.

TASTE NEQTA  |  Milk Makeup

NEQTA is a mid-tier hotel brand for the Chinese 

market created by Labbrand for Fairmont Raffles 

Hotels International (FRHI Hotels & Resorts) 

partnered with Golden Land Group. With NEQTA 

name, derived from English and French word 

Nectar, meaning the holy honey beverage for god 

in Greek mythology, but also a delicious drink you 

can taste the exquisite roundness. It is the food and 

its evocation of pleasurability that symbolizes the 

sensation.

Source: Orange, Eclaz

Source: NEQTA, Milk Makeup

Milk Makeup is a make up brand cruelty-free, 

paraben-free, and 100% vegan created by MILK 

creative platform in New York City. With the name 

MILK, you can taste the softness and simplicity. The 

universal symbol of milk makes it unpretentious, 

almost innocent and also it echoes to fluid, nurturing 

and pleasurable textures assimilated to their make-

up products. It is the food that symbolizes the 

sensation.
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Source: Crunch, Tik Tok, BlaBlaCar

SMELL Rose Tonka  |  Safran

This powerful sense is one that triggers strong 

memories and attachments. Even the name of a 

note, of an ingredient assigned to a smell can lure 

our minds into a journey beyond the frontiers of 

rationality.

Rose Tonka is a fashion designer brand which name 

combines the soft elegant fragrance of the rose with 

the strength and roundness of the Tonka beans to 

make you smell the richness of the offer. 

Safran is a French multinational aircraft engine, 

rocket engine, aerospace-component and defense 

company. The word Safran translates as rudder blade 

and as saffron, which the company highlights as one 

of the catalysts for early international trade. This 

name evokes the rare and expensive spice and its 

historical assimilation to international trade which 

takes on a far-away journey.

Source: Rose Tonka, Safran

HEARING Crunch  |  TikTok | BlablaCar

The sound of a name may seem like something 

arbitrary but choosing a name that takes on an 

actual sound is a strong way to convey the sonority 

of a brand. When it comes to food, it’s a great way 

to convey the quality of the product and prompt 

memory recall. For example, Crunch is a chocolate 

brand from the Nestle company launched first in the 

US. With the name Crunch, you can hear the sound 

of the product in your mouth.

Previously known as ‘musical.ly’, the Chinese video-

sharing social platform changed its name to TikTok. 

The evocation of the quick ticking of a clock fits to 

the short-form of 15-second videos people can share 

as well as installing the perception of a certain beat 

inside the consumer’s mind – which is quite fitting 

for a platform centered around music, dancing or 

lip-sync. The sound of a tempo symbolizes the 

sensation.

BlaBlaCar is the world’s leading long-distance 

carpooling platform – a global, trusted community 

of 80 million drivers and passengers in 22 countries. 

Blabla refers to the conversations you hear within 

the car as blabla is “mumbo jumbo” and blablabla 

also means “etc.” to evoke someone who won’t stop 

chatting.

Naming through a 

Multisensorial Approach

As you can see, some of these sensations are 

intrinsic characteristics of the product and 

work as metonymy to make you feel the full 

product experience, some others are completely 

disconnected from the product features but aim to 

convey a more holistic impression.

To create a sensorial experience, some other brands 

combine different sensorial perceptions to offer you 

a broader or fuller spectrum of sensorial sensations 

through metaphors.
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Source: La Prairie; LIME; RAINS

Key Takeaways to Define Your 

Brand Sensations and Create a 

Sensorial Name

1. Create Your Universe and Define Your 

Personality

Take time to create your Universe and define your 

Personality before creating your name. Explore this 

imaginary using your senses before actually creating 

your name. Use projective techniques to explore the 

inner universe of your brand: tools such as dream-

worlds, stories, Chinese portraits and mood boards 

are very useful. From this will emerge objects, 

colors, sounds, settings… Enabling you to gather 

the necessary material to support and illustrate the 

emotions you wish to instill.

2. Amplify Your Brandscape

Remember that a great name is a name that 

amplifies your brandscape beyond the rational 

realm: by tapping into a soundscape, smellscape, 

feelscape – producing strong emotional connection 

and associated memory.

3. Achieve Strong Differentiation

Beyond description or rational benefits, these 

sensorial names, by creating their own territory, 

allow strong differentiation.

La Prairie, for instance, Switzerland face and skin 

cosmetics is positioned as an “intemporal universe 

beauty and discover the most luxurious care skin, 

exquisite fusion of science and art”. The name la 

Prairie means Meadow in French and is rooted in 

the nature side of the brand. It evokes a rich natural 

atmosphere which combines smell, touch, sound 

and sight. This example also shows that we can’t say 

everything through a name, and that naming also 

implies making choices and sacrifices (for la Prairie, 

no mention of Art or science in the name).

An interesting case of synesthesia is the electric 

scooter brand LIME. Evoking the citrus fruit, this 

name sits in between a sensorial evocation linked to 

both sight and taste. The juicy and sour properties of 

the fruit inspire attributes of freshness and vitality. 

With the term also referring to the green color 

“lime”, this name aims to convey the “green” aspect 

of the product which claims to be a sustainable 

alternative to city transportation. 

Another example could be outwear fashion brand 

RAINS, who also projects an entire landscape of 

senses and possible resonances with a name evoking 

a simple weather phenomenon, strategically evoking 

a wet or dry sensation, as well as a smell, vision and 

sound landscape that installs a specific mood. 

Ultimately, senses don’t have to be described to be 

triggered. And indeed, we have limited vocabulary to 

express them. But cross-modal signals can amplify 

the senses through associations, or vivid images 

of a place, an object that are vessels of integrated 

perceptions and feelings attached to them. 
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What 
Most People 
Overlook in 
Development
of  Brand 
Names
Melyssa Koh

Managing Director, Asia

Have you entered a room, called out 

“Jason” and had more than one person 

turned towards you? Have you ever 

wished your name is one of its kind 

and rightfully identifies you to others? 

Relating this to the business context, 

brands are also developing brand names 

that are not only catchy and memorable, 

but also ownable. Fivrr, Tumblr, Flickr, 

Uber, Lyft, UGG and GoJek are brand 

names that have either dropped a vowel, 

replaced an alphabet or are simply a 

mix-mesh of made-up words. Doing so 

not only increases the uniqueness of the 

brand, it also makes it easier to register 

as trademark.

An Ownable Name

When developing a new brand name, 

many would evaluate the creations 

based on criteria like offerings relevance, 

brand attribute relevance, trademark 

availability, memorability, linguistic 

suitability etc. However, taking 

Search-ability Overlooked

into consideration search-ability of the brand is 

something that most people have overlooked 

when developing a new brand name. 2.5 billion 

Google searches are made every day. Users search 

for brands, whether it is to identify nearest retail 

location, or to find out more about a new brand they 

have heard from one source or another. While on 

one hand, we will want the brand name to be unique 

enough to be ownable, we will also want a brand 

name that is easy to search. 

1. Word Search

Online search has become the default and quickest 

way to get answers, to the extent that “Google” 

has become a verb. Google has indexed hundreds 

of billions of web pages, and with average search 

session lasting just under a minute, we need to 

improve on search engine visibility of the brand. In 

situation where the brand name has already been 

fixed, we can only leverage on SEO to increase 

search-ability of the brand. If you were starting on 

a clean slate, it never harms to consider how easy it 

The Search for Brands

would be for consumers to conduct online searches 

for your new brand.

With consumers seeking authentic brands, we see 

a trend towards brand names using simple words 

or expressions. However, using too common an 

expression would reduce its memorability and 

potentially give rise to confusion. Take “The Good 

Chocolate” and “The Good Chocolate Company” 

for example. Both brand names are descriptive 

expressions of its category. A search on Google for 

Google Search Engine
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Source: Kardashian Beauty, Kylie Cosmetics

“Good Chocolate” returns more than 600 million 

results. Tweaking the spelling of these common 

words would increase its uniqueness, for example, 

“Chocz”. However, one should also note that 

consumers could misspell these unique names, 

ending up with non-relevant results. One good test 

would be getting Siri to spell the brand name. If a 

trained robot can get the spelling wrong, there is a 

high chance of a human misspelling it as well.

Another trend we see in brand names is the use of 

person’s name, especially in the category of beauty 

cosmetic with celebrity-launched brands. When 

a common first or last name is being used as the 

brand name, the category is commonly added as 

a descriptor to increase the ease of search and 

differentiation from its other offerings, for example, 

Kardashian Beauty and Kylie Cosmetics.  

Kardashian Beauty Kylie Cosmetics

As of January 2018, there were about 1 billion voice 

searches per month and it is estimated that 50% of 

all online searches will be voice searches by 2020. 

With voice searches, the very first step is to get the 

pronunciation of your brand name right. Imagine 

the frustration of users when these A.I Assistants 

reply with more questions in hope of narrowing 

the search, or users simply giving up on searching 

for your brands when they cannot get the right 

pronunciation.

Sound-Alike Misspelling

“Hey, Google, where is the nearest 
Samsung customer service centre?”

2. Audio Search

With Siri, Google Alexa and all other smart home living devices, searches are 
increasingly being performed by these A.I Assistants via voice commands. 

With 12.4 million trademark applications, it is 

becoming more difficult to have a brand name that 

is short, memorable, cool-sounding, unique and 

ownable. One common trick is the replacement of 

alphabet while still keeping the pronunciation of 

the word in the likes of brands like Lyft, Wii, Krispy 

Kreme and Froot Loops. However, having unusual 

spelling of common words runs the risk of users not 

being able to remember the actual spelling of your 

brand.

Pronounced as "Life" vs. Pronounced as "Lift" (Source: Lyft)
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Linguistic Sensitivities

Not all languages are created equal. With English 

being the “world language” with the largest number 

of speakers, alphabetical brand names are in 

better positions compared to those in other native 

languages like Mandarin and Thai language. While it 

could be easily understood by many, there might still 

exist small issues of pronunciation between different 

nationalities. For example, the French have a habit 

of rolling their “R” while Japanese have difficulties 

with their “R”. This makes brand names like “Always 

Rare” and “RightRice” difficult to pronounce for 

them. Businesses should plan ahead with foresight 

on future market expansion plan in mind and it 

helps to understand pronunciation difficulties of 

these countries to avoid having a brand name that 

consumers want to avoid pronouncing. 

Missing Vowels

The human brain is a code-breaking machine. Wihle 

yuor barin can raed jubmled wrdos, it deos not maen 

taht we souhld gvie ohtres pulzezr to slvoe. Similar to 

jumbled alphabets, overdoing the dropping of too 

many vowels would make it hard to read. Flickr 

and Tumblr, both dropped an ‘e’ out of a 7-alphabet 

word, are still able to retain much of integrity of 

the original word. However, with brand name like 

“Mdrn”, dropping 2 vowels out of the 6-alphabet 

word makes it much harder for instant recognition. 

Initialism or Acronym?

Brands using initials are another common type of 

brand names that might cause confusion over the 

pronunciation of the brand name, especially when it 

is a new brand in the market. Do you pronounce it 

as initials, in the case of A.C.E, or do you pronounce 

it like an acronym like ACE? Take the famous 

Australian fur boots brand, UGG, as example. Did 

you pronounce UGG as “U-G-G” or “ugh” when you 

first come to know of this brand? With a new brand, 

what you want to do is to make it easy for others to 

remember and build up associations in the intended 

direction; it is never a good idea to cause confusion 

over what it is being called.

Source: UGG

Source: Mdrn, MVMT

3. Social Media Search

In today’s digital era, besides considering domain 

name availability, social media profile availability is 

equally, if not more important. With social media, 

the brand’s identity extends beyond brand name 

to include hashtags. Unless your brand is already a 

renown aspirational brand that everyone wants to 

be associated with, brands need to have hashtags 

that are not a pure mention of the brand name. 

Leveraging on major campaign or brand values 

is a good way to create branded hashtags that 

netizens would use. CocaCola’s #ShareACoke, 

Lego’s #LEGOIdeas and Spotify’s #InstaSpotify are 

hashtags that incorporated the brand names into 

“engagement hashtags” that netizens will want to 

use in their posts. 

Source: 
Always Rare, 
RightRice
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Hashtags do not necessarily have to mention your 

brand name. Having #brandname is only good for 

people who already knew the brand. With increasing 

search-ability, a brand’s hashtags repertoire should 

include some generic terms that others will be 

using, but yet at the same time represent what 

the brand stands for, like Always’ #LikeAGirl. Take 

Singapore Tourism Board as an example, the two 

key official hashtags are #VisitSingapore and 

#PassionMadePossible instead of using “Singapore 

Tourism Board”. With a generic term made official, 

like #VisitSingapore, users are encouraged to share 

photos of their Singapore experiences. 

Short and easy to remember rule still holds true for 

hashtags. Eye-catching emoji can also be used to 

keep the hashtag short, like #(emoji of pizza). 

Examples of brands on Instagram

Hide & Seek No More - 

Ways to Improve Search-ability 

through Brand Names

While it is known that a brand’s exposure can be 

improved by a whole gamut of brand activation and 

digital strategies upon roll-out, why not start with 

the brand name itself?

1. Make Your Official Pronunciation Known

VRBO started out as “Vacation Rentals by Owner” 

in 1995. With the research conducted by Labbrand, 

it revealed that the brand has already been 

pronounced as “ver-boh” by some of its users and 

it is also more catchy and memorable. Aligned with 

its business strategy to expand beyond owners to 

travelers, Vrbo underwent re-branding in March 

2019, revealing a new visual identity, together with 

the official pronunciation of “ver-boh”. New series of 

advertisement and activation highlighted the way to 

pronounce Vrbo. 

Pronounced as "V-R-B-O" vs. "Ver-boh" (source: Vrbo)

2. Overcome Language Barrier

When a key market of expansion does not have 

English as its native or official language, it is 

important to have a transliteration of the brand 

name in its native language. This makes it easier 

for consumers to remember the brand, and it also 

facilitates search in the language that they are 

comfortable with.

Labbrand developed 焙朗[bèi lǎng] as the Mandarin 

brand name for biscuit brand, belVita, to bring forth 

the brand attributes in a quick, succinct manner. 

While carrying a phonetic resemblance to its original 

Latin name, it also corresponds well to the unique 

AGR4 technique of slow baking and emotions of a 

cheerful start of the day. Source: belVita
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3. Complement with Branded Hashtag

Twitter partners with brands to create custom 

emojis, called branded hashtags or “hashflags”, 

that pop up whenever someone uses a particular 

hashtag. With the custom emoji, it increases the 

brand’s Twitter presence by 420%.

Labbrand worked with Maxi-Cosi on its digital 

strategy including communication guidelines across 

the various social media platforms. Other than 

communicating Maxi-Cosi’s scientific expertise 

and credibility, Maxi-Cosi is also about telling the 

stories of happy babies and parenting. With that, 

hashtags like #MaxiCosiMoments, #MaxiCosiTimes, 

#ParentLife, #NewParent and #TinyLove are some 

of the accompanying hashtags as the brand shares 

these parenting stories. 

Source: Coca-Cola

Conclusion

If you have been playing hide-&-seek with your 

consumers unknowingly, maybe it is time for a 

switch to new game of engagement. Whether it 

is a new brand creation or an existing brand, it 

is never too late to engage users and deepen the 

understanding for your brand. Start today by asking 

#WhatsInYourName. 

Start today 
by asking
#WhatsInYourName. 

How Semiotics 
and Cultural 
Codes Can Help 
You to Find the 
Right Name for 
Your Brand?

As the world changes continuously, 

so are naming trends and cultural 

landscapes. Airbnb, Uber, Netflix, 

Amazon, Google, Apple… Beyond their 

business success, these companies are 

also brands that have changed our 

naming landscape and influenced our 

naming culture, setting new trends. For 

example, Airbnb made it acceptable 

to use several consonants in French—

something that previously felt distant 

and taboo—and now evokes friendly 

proximity and modernity.

As part of our culture, brand names 

represent ideas that impact the world, 

they seamlessly create conversations 

and moods, shape a perception, often 

unconsciously, like a virtual cloud. 

Take for example Invictus, the Paco 

Rabanne perfume, which literally means 

“unbeaten” in Latin. Even when you 

aren’t aware of why you feel a certain 

way when you see a certain name, 

your brain is making neuronal links 

for you. Hence, even without having 

learned Latin in school, Invictus brings 

images of victories, masculinity, power 

Nadège Depeux

Brand Strategy Director, Paris

Source:  Maxi-Cosi's Instagram
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Source: Paco Rabanne, Airbnb

How do we leverage these cultural 

associations in our brand name?

This is where 

Semiotics can help. 

and Roman arenas. Some connections are common 

sense: like when the name is similar to a word. Some 

connections are cultural. These cultural connections 

are the most interesting because they go beyond the 

rational and they evolve over time.

Semiotics is the scientific study of symbols and signs 

systems. This exploration of cultural codes helps us 

understand how meaning is produced in our society. 

Language, signs and symbols are tools which brands 

can use to communicate their story. Because they 

address human collective symbols and meaning, and 

since naming is so inherently human, semiotics is a 

But What is Semiotics?

vital tool for brands to uncover and produce the right 

codes in their market in order to culturally resonate 

with their audience.

Practically, semiotics consists in answering two 

complementary types of questions, by navigating 

between codes (how) and meaning (what).

1. How Do I Express One Idea in My Cultural 

Context?

Imagine we want to find the different ways to 

express the idea of easiness. By collecting a rich 

sample of brand names that convey this core idea in 

the client category but also in adjacent categories 

(EasyJet, HOP! Apple,…) we can define different 

routes to express this concept: a word from daily life 

(Apple), an onomatopoeia (HOP!)…

2. What Do These Name Types/Codes Convey in 

Terms of Meaning in Our Cultural Context?

Let’s take again the Invictus example and another 

brand for men’s underwear named Impetus. Latin 

names with -us, -um ending used to express an 

idea of status, intelligence, authority. There are now 

becoming a way to express power & vitality.

Semiotics approach therefore gives brands 

inspirations but also directions to help you 

to connect the what (meaning) with the how 

(codes).

Source: EasyJet, HOP!

Source: Impetus
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The Semiotics Process Applied to 

Naming Can be Divided into 3 Steps

Step 1: Understand Your Direct Competitors

When you look at spring water brand names in 

France, you observe that, even if they are named 

after the town they come from, and sound like 

arbitrary names, many contain the VI syllable: 

VOLVIC, EVIAN, VITTEL, VICHY. VI echoes with “Vie”: 

life in French. This idea of life and vitality is a globally 

dominant code for water, the “source de vie”.

No brand is an island; every brand lives in a broader 

context inside which its competitors create a system 

of expressions, values, and dominant meanings. By 

decoding name typologies, semantics, and languages 

from your competitors, looking at their subtle 

differences, we can understand the dominant codes 

at stake and position the players in the landscape.

But understanding your category is also identifying 

blank spaces and new dynamics. As we said, the 

world is in constant movement, and newcomers, 

new initiatives are always redefining the landscape.

The cosmetics industry, for instance, has long been 

dominated by classic brands like L’Oréal, Estée 

Lauder, Clinique, La Roche Posay that embody a 

Source: VOLVIC, Clinique

certain scientific authority. However, DTC and Indie 

brands are shifting the perception of the category 

towards more proximity and accessibility, which 

leads to new emerging codes.

Among Them Are

Missing Vowels

Too cool for school   

Juliette has a gun | WeDo

Funny, Cute Animals

Drunk Elephant | Flamingo

Next-door Friend 

by Sarah | Lola |  Mara
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This first step of mapping your category serves as a guide in your creativity and decision-

making process, helping you uncover market codes, but also highlighting blank spaces.

Step 2: Leveraging Codes from Outside 

My Category, from Pop Culture & Media

Analyzing codes in adjacent categories and pop 

culture enables us to explore not only the complete 

cultural context of a concept, but also how they 

evolve: which ones are dated, dominant in today’s 

culture, or newly emerging.

Let’s take again the example of the cosmetics 

industry which has jumped onto the global trend 

of minimalism. Consumers are turning towards 

transparent, no-nasties products, “less” being the 

new motto.

Source: The Ordinary, Nécessaire

Some beauty brands are already expressing the idea 

of minimalism in their name through the idea of 

everyday essentials (The Ordinary, Nécessaire) and 

new brands are searching different ways to express 

this cultural trend. 

Across categories, the analysis of brand names 

that express “minimalism” shows us that it can be 

expressed in up to 12 different ways, each revealing 

one facet of the concept that can help us leverage 

new spaces.

Mapping the themes

STRICT / SERIOUS

LIVELY / HUMAN

Vanishing

Everyday
Essentials

Coding

Visibly
Unvisible

The
Utilitarian

Dr Brands

Tech Lab

Patronyms

Apothecary

Conversational

Cute Animals

VISIBLE / OPEN/ CLOSE TOHIDDEN / CLOSED / DISTANT Tiny Bits

Next-door 
Friend

Core Category Adjacent Categories
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As an illustration, here are 4 codes related to “minimalism”:

4 codes related to "minimalism" (Logos from Internet)

Source: N26

Express it directly in the 

name: “I’m here to tell 

you I’m not here“

The Visibly Invisible

Use of metonymy-

shrinkage: “I’m here 

through a daily, small 

object“

The Tiny Bits

Get rid of the 

superfluous, very 

straightforward 

functional message-

action verb: “I’m just 

here to do my job, 

nothing else“

The Utilitarian

Avoiding some letters:

“I’m minimizing my 

footprint“

The Vanishing Letters

Step 3: Code Breaker, Established Leader, 

Challenger… What Is Your Naming Ambition?

To make the most out of the semiotic analysis, the 

results need to be assessed against your brand 

ambition: Do you want to “fit in the market” and 

follow emerging trends in your category? Or pave the 

way and innovate with new codes? The new direct 

bank N26 is one of the first banks to use an alpha-

numerical name, therefore creating a new cultural 

reference among its category.

When Applying Semiotics to Brand Naming, Always Take into Account:

1. Some names have a strong power to change conversations.

2. Whatever the route you follow, follow it for good reasons.

3. Once created, never forget to recheck the live meaning of the name in the country. 

Dominant codes in your category are important to 

take into account when you want to be assimilated 

by the market. It is crucial for instance in case of 

brand extension when you’re entering a market 

you don’t belong to originally (ex: skincare brand 

entering the make-up segment). Emerging codes are 

important to take into account when you want to 

bring a fresh perspective and differentiate yourself. 

Which will it be for you? How will you leverage 

cultural trends to develop your brand?
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World’s 
Largest Zoo 
Created by 
a Chinese 
Company
Jason Wang

Verbal Identity Consultant, Shanghai

Have you ever heard of honey badger? 

Widely distributed in African savanna, 

honey badgers are known as one of 

the most fearless animals in the world. 

Interestingly, Alibaba has just named 

their new semiconductor company after 

this legendary animal in Chinese - 平

头哥[pīng tóu gē], which translates to 

“flat head brother”. So why does such 

a high tech company choose a little 

animal as its name? Well, the company 

is on the mission of developing Alibaba’s 

immense neural network processor, and 

the honey badger just perfectly reflects 

the company’s spirit of overcoming 

challenges and forging ahead.

Other than “Ping Tou Ge”, Alibaba owns 

so many brands named after animals, 

from animals on land, in the ocean, to 

animals in the sky.

Alibaba’s Animal Kingdom

Source: PingTouGe

Animals on the land are the best represented and 

the brand “Tmall” is the most well-known. Tmall—

called 天猫[tiān māo], which translates to “sky cat” 

in Chinese—is the sister of e-commerce behemoth 

Taobao, that yet sells branded products. Cats are 

known for being elegant and picky, the image of 

a cat symbolizes the pursuit of fashion and latest 

trends of online shoppers.

Ocean creatures are also part of the Alibaba animal 

menagerie. The secondhand selling platform 闲鱼

[xián yú] literally means “leisure fish” and sounds just 

like “leftover goods.” 虾米[xiā mǐ], or little shrimp, is 

for the professional music community. 

Source: Tmall, Xianyu, 
Xiami

How Alibaba Uses 

Symbolic Naming to 

Boost the Brand
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Birds with their effortless mobility, are popular 

features in Alibaba’s logistics networks. In addition 

to the “vegetable bird” or “newbie” - 菜鸟[cài 

niǎo]—delivering food in cities all over China, and 

the hummingbird—蜂鸟[fēng niǎo]—for package 

delivery, the phoenix (丹鸟[dān niǎo]) and wetlands 

birds (溪鸟[xī niǎo]) are also part of the flock, and 

account for the fastest delivery platforms across 

cities in China.

Source: Hummingbird, CainiaoGuoguo, 
Fliggy, Freshippo

Last month, Alibaba announced the $2 billion 

acquisition of NetEase’s Koala (考拉[kǎo lā]), a 

cross-border e-commerce platform. The cute and 

amiable Koala undoubtedly adds fresh color to the 

already lively zoo.

There are even cross-breed animals in the 

legion. Fliggy, or 飞猪[fēi zhū], immediately 

catches people’s eyes as it enables even the 

laziest person to enjoy adventures via the 

platform with no hassle. Amphibians make 

the list, too, such as the famous grocery 

delivery service Freshippo, or 盒马[hé mǎ].

Naming a brand after an animal is not new in China’s 

Internet industry. Chinese names of Yahoo (雅虎[yǎ 

hǔ]), Sohu (搜狐[sōu hú]), mop.com (猫扑[māo pū]), 

and Douyu(斗鱼[dòu yú]) all are all related to animals. 

However, the broad range and systematic usage of 

animal names in Alibaba’s nomenclature is unique in 

the business world. In the brand universe created by 

Alibaba, each animal has its duties to perform and its 

clients to woo, presenting a harmonious ecosystem 

that continues to become more diverse as the 

company expands ambitiously.

Source: Koala

Source: Yahoo
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Building a Brand 

through Strong Symbols

At the heart of animal naming is the goal of 

making a vivid, memorable, and strongly symbolic 

nomenclature. There are plenty of well-known 

symbolic brand images in the industry. Nestlé is 

“swallow’s nest” (雀巢[què cháo]), Amazon is self-

explanatory (亚马逊[yà mǎ xùn]), Xiaomi is “millet” or 

“little rice” (小米[xiǎo mǐ]), and the list goes on. 

What impact does such strongly symbolic 

nomenclature have on branding and 

communications?

Source: 

Nestlé, 

Xiaomi,

Amazon

1. Build A Powerful, Memorable Image

Compared with meshing characters together to 

create a new concept, the vitality brought by a 

concrete name is so pictorial that it depicts the 

brand’s personality.

2. Vivid, Living Image Boosts Communication

Lifelike images often tell their own stories. It’s easy 

for consumers to feel an emotional attachment to 

them.

3. Create Super-Brand Power

A clear, attractive brand image is the perfect 

foundation for building an “IP brand,” which helps 

the brand expand with a more diverse product 

portfolio in multiple dimensions. 

Source: Coca-Cola, Adidas, Apple

Making Your Symbolic Mark

A vivid, symbolic brand name often packs twice the 

punch with half the effort when communicating a 

brand. Whether or not to choose a symbolic system 

of brand names, and if so, what kind, are strategic 

questions that require your brand to deeply reflect 

on the brand’s development landscape and values. 

In doing so, you have the opportunity to create a 

unique and durable brand name in your industry. 

Looking to the future, what other unique naming 

methods will catch people’s eyes? Let’s take the first 

step and make our own!

Conclusion
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Creating 
Your Brand 
Language across 
Consumers’ 
Brand 
Experience 
Journey

In today’s world, consumers are seeking 

authentic, meaningful and differentiated 

experience in their interactions 

with brands. As a result, brands are 

paying more attention to review their 

brands and evaluate touchpoints to 

identify areas for impactful consumer 

engagement.

To create captivating stories about the 

brand, its brand elements need to be 

identified and named. With a distinct 

identity, the elements can thereby relate 

the audience to the brand, join the dots 

with other elements and navigate the 

audience within the brand’s world as 

the stories evolve. The terminologies 

used to name these elements should 

relate to the brand’s big idea or overall 

value proposition. For example, “magical 

experiences” for Disney. In this article, 

we will explore 3 approaches that you, 

the brand marketer, can consider when 

creating your brand language across 

your consumers’ brand experience 

journey.

Min Li Chan

Senior Brand Strategist, Singapore

Approach 1: Take Reference 

from Your Brand Personality

Brand personalities make brands come alive and 

bridge emotive connections with users. It can 

be brought forth in many ways: from a brand’s 

tone of voice, the imageries used and showcased 

across different touchpoints from product 

design, customer service experience, marketing 

campaigns, taglines to social media posts. With 

each brand element as an extension of the brand, 

it is, therefore, an opportunity for your brand 

language to take on the personality traits of the 

brand.

This approach is useful for brands with unique 

personalities, particularly for those along the 

“excitement” dimension. The higher perceived 

energy level from these brands make it easier 

to attract attention and thereby increase its 

overall appeal. For example, Happy Meal® from 

McDonald’s to reflect its cheerful and friendly 

personality or Nike Blazer / Air Max to illustrate 

Nike’s daring and spirited personality.

Another example is Scoot, a low-cost carrier 

brand of Singapore Airlines. Scoot’s bold, 

unconventional and quirky personality is a key 
Source: McDonald's, Nike

anchor of its entire brand universe. From the brand 

name alone, which represents a swift movement, 

Scoot communicates its “quick and cheap getaway” 

value proposition in a fun and energetic manner. 

Represented in a bright yellow color, tongue-in-

cheek tone of voice and comical illustrations, the 

brand is fuelled with Scootitude (spontaneity, open-

minded attitude). This is translated into the use of 

creative twists and puns in its marketing campaigns 

and the development of terminology to name the 

different brand elements along a consumer’s brand 

journey. 
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Compiled by Labbrand (Photos/Copy: Scoot's website & social media)

Source: Instagram

Before travelling, consumers can choose to 

upgrade to the ScootinSilence zone or ScootBiz 

seats during or after their flight bookings. They 

are also encouraged to ScoottoGate when they 

depart from Singapore’s Changi Airport. Whilst 

onboard, travellers are welcomed by a rainbow 

array of lights and are greeted and served by 

Scootee. They can also choose to purchase meals 

via Scootcafe or shop in the air with Scootalogue. 

Recently, Scoot has also launched a new product, 

Escape Class, that allows travellers to book mystery 

destinations at low fares. In its marketing activities 

and communications, Scoot commonly uses terms 

such as flyscoot, scootin’, scoot2 (destination name), 

so-far-so-scoot etc to bridge relevance of travel with 

its brand name and promote call-to-action. 
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Approach 2: Theme It 

around Your Ideal Consumer 

Experience

For consumers to navigate clearly and smoothly 

in their brand experience journey, brands need 

to identify a common thread across the different 

touchpoints to bind things together. By anchoring it 

around your ideal consumer experience, the theme 

creates a fictitious boundary for exploration and 

strengthened perceptions of the brand as every term 

created is closely associated with the brand’s ideal 

image. An example is Sephora, the beauty retailer 

with presence across the globe.

Within Sephora, the brand language and retail 

experience are coined with a "theatrical play" theme, 

that enables live performance and interaction 

between its different stakeholders. Their sales floor 

is known as the stage, store executives and beauty 

advisors are dubbed as the cast member and the 

store manager is the show director. Together, they 

share and inspire consumers (a.k.a beauty lovers) 

with their beauty knowledge, and allow them to 

experiment with technology-led innovation such as 

Sephora’s Color IQ technology and Sephora Virtual 

Assistant. Though these names are used mainly 

by internal stakeholders to address the different 

brand touchpoints, the ability to speak a common 

“lingo” strengthens the collective image of its brand 

ambassadors, which builds and delivers superb 

service experiences for its consumers. 

Source: SEPHORA

As the brand grew and with greater consumer 

traction, some of the terms are now made known to 

the public such as Sephora Studio (a new boutique 

retail concept) and its Beauty Insider loyalty program 

with tiering of VIB (Very Important Beauty Insider) 

and VIB Rouge for members with different spending 

history. The "theatrical play" theme presents Sephora 

as a “beauty stage”, where stakeholders interact, 

experiment and discover things about beauty in an 

intriguingly and engagingly way. Through its brand 

universe, Sephora creates an arena that allows 

multi-way conversations and content-creation 

around the topic of beauty between the brand and 

its stakeholders. 

Source: 
VIB Rouge

Approach 3: Make It 

Surprisingly Differentiated

We are all attracted to novelty and surprises. An 

unexpected and new idea makes one stand out 

from the crowd and capture our attention. Within 

the consumers’ brand experience journey, giving 

commonly known brand touchpoint a different name 

brings a new perspective to the game. It enhances 

the level of uniqueness of the brand and makes it 

more memorable. This approach is most suitable for 

new brands seeking a breakthrough in an industry or 

category defiant, who choose to do things differently 

to stand out from the crowd. An example is FRANK 

by OCBC, an initiative to encourage financial literacy 

amongst youth as they enter adulthood.

Stemming from the phrase “frankly speaking”, 

FRANK By OCBC is direct, candid and welcoming. 
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The brand differentiates itself from other 

conventional financial products by placing a strong 

focus on content-generation to address the issues 

faced by consumers in #adulting. Its FRANK Retail 

Store is designed with an open concept that 

allows consumers to browse, touch and have an 

open discussion with FRANK ambassadors on 

their banking needs. To further build relevance 

with the youth, the bank also launched a 

FRANKPRENEURSHIP, a summer internship program 

that kindles youths’ entrepreneurship spirit to be 

game-changers in the banking world. 

FRANK Retail Store (Source: FRANK)

Card design assortment 
(Source: FRANK)

What Can Be “Named” within Your Consumers’ 

Brand Experience Journey?

• Product/Services: E.g. McNuggets, McDelivery 

etc. Within the consumers’ brand experience 

journey, names created usually adopt a symbiotic or 

centralized system for a clearer association to brand 

and ease of navigation. McNuggets, McDelivery (Source: McDonald's)

• Staff/Culture/Internal programs: E.g. Scootee/

Scootitude from Scoot, The Purple Promise from 

FedEx etc. The creation of names/terms for these 

brand elements create a strong sense of belonging 

and act as a catalyst/pledge that binds internal 

stakeholders together.

• Loyalty/Membership programs: E.g. Sephora 

Beauty Insider, Amazon Prime etc. Creating a 

community that facilitates interaction between like-

minded consumers and inspiration of user-generated 

content.

Source: Amazon Prime, Sephora Beauty

Source: Scoot

Now that you have some idea on how to create the brand language for your brand's elements, your next 

question may then be, “What can be named?”. Some of the most common aspects and brand elements that can 

be named include:
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Iconic brand “ritual” : E.g. The Pulau Pledge. An 

eco-pledge that is signed by visitors upon arrival 

in Pulau, in promising to act in an environmentally 

responsible way. When a specific element/experience 

is “named”, it is officiated and becomes a part of the 

standard experience that consumers will undergo 

when interacting with the brand. 

Source: The Pulau Pledge

Now, pick a brand element that 

comes to mind and consider 

the following:

Is this an important touchpoint that is often 

mentioned in consumers’ stories about the brand?

Will naming this touchpoint enable the target 

audience to better understand the brand’s 

proposition or facilitate brand awareness building or 

brand recall?

Does it encourage branded conversations between 

stakeholders?

Can it be integrated with the other branded 

elements to build stronger emotional resonance of 

the brand?

Though everything within the consumers’ brand 

experience journey can be named, it does not mean 

that you should do so. The objective to naming 

elements within your brand is to enliven your brand’s 

ability to engage stakeholders in an authentic, 

meaningful and differentiated way. Overdoing it can 

backfire if it reaches a point where stakeholders are 

overwhelmed and confused by the terms. 

If your answer is “Yes” to most questions, 

Congratulations. You probably identified a suitable 

touchpoint that you should create a name for.

lies in a clear identification of what is genuinely 

suitable for your brand. Be selective and think 

strategically when creating your brand language to 

where it delivers impact the most.

The crux of 

“what to name” 

and “how to name”
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Making Sense of 
Sound - Sound 
Symbolism & 
Naming

In 1929, a German psychologist by the 

name of Wolfgang Köhler conducted 

an experiment across several countries. 

The task was simple: based on being 

shown two abstract shapes – one 

more blob-like and the other spiky – 

respondents were asked to match the 

arbitrary words “bouba” and “kiki” to the 

appropriate shape.

Susan Moon and Nadège Depeux

Labbrand New York and Paris

The findings from the experiment 

conducted nearly 100 years ago are 

now recognized globally as “Bouba & 

Kiki” Effect: regardless of the country, 

the word “bouba” was repeatedly 

associated with the round, curvy 

symbol whereas “kiki” was consistently 

matched with the sharp-angled shape. 

Across linguistic groups, bouba was 

described using similar-sounding words 

such as bulbous or blobby, while kiki 

was described as prickly or spiky.

If arbitrary words like bouba & kiki could 

elicit such clear associations, how much 

more can we infer from a brand name 

by way of how it sounds?

Senses & Sound Go 

Hand-in-hand

Consider the word "mother" used around the 

world: Ma, Mutti, Mama, Mutter, Eomma, Amman, 

Mamotchka, and so forth. The sound “ma” is 

repeated across countries. Just as "bouba" requires 

the mouth to make a rounded shape to produce the 

name aloud, "ma" requires the same shape we use 

when we first open our mouths to eat – hence, the 

first and easiest sound to be said aloud by a baby. 

Across the globe, the "ma" sound evokes an idea of 

comfort, maternal protection and softness.

We have long considered that language was 

arbitrary – but the sound of a name can be 

mapped to senses, experiences or objects in the 

world around us.

How we sound the syllables
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Shaping Meaning through Sound

In his book Dictionary of Language Lovers, French 

linguist Claude Hagège wrote that “many languages 

possess ... ideophones, or words that offer a sound 

painting of an idea, to symbolize a state, a sensory 

impression, a way of being or moving, an action that 

is not necessarily reproducing itself from a noise.” 

From Hagège’s definition, we can infer that the 

creation of brand names should leverage the power 

of ideophones to evoke an idea in sound and leave 

a vivid impression of certain sensations or sensory 

perception across manner, color, sound, smell, action, 

state or intensity.

Renault’s Kadjar best captures an example of an 

ideophone. The name for this SUV model created by 

Labbrand is composed of sharp, short and repetitive 

sounds that make you open and close mouth very 

rapidly. The combination of the two syllables in 

Kadjar conveys an incisive sense of a “cut” in the 

symbolism as well as spaciousness, conveying both 

speed and size.

Sound symbolism, as it is called, is analyzed by 

scientists across many different languages. Global 

f indings point to the fact that most languages use 

a front-vowel sound (such as “ee” in feet) for words 

that indicate something that is little or tiny: petit, 

piccolo, klein. And for words that indicate something 

large, languages tend to use back-vowel sounds 

(such as “oo” in food or “ah” in bought): grand or 

grande. Depending on the employed consonant, 

vowel, and length of the vowel (long versus short), 

the sound symbolism of a name can represent a 

unique sensory experience just on the basis of sound.

We experience this observation daily when 

conducting global linguistic checks on names we’ve 

created. When asking about keywords and projected 

types of products for a given arbitrary name, we see 

similar patterns across countries. Some letters and 

sounds will evoke a universe that is cold, distant, or 

technological while others may impart a sense of 

warmth and softness.

Sound symbolism opens greater opportunity 

and a direct link for names to convey a sensory 

experience or an emotion beyond meaning.

the shape of sound

How we sound the syllables

Source: Renault Kadjar
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But sound is not the only factor shaping perception 

in the making of meaning. It is the complex 

combination of other subtle details including rhythm, 

length of the word, as well as the inherent degree of 

familiarity.

Take compact city cars for example: we see many 

short mono-syllable names that convey the idea 

of small, quick and easy car: Seat Mii, Up! VW Up! 

Suzuki Swift, Ford Ka+, Honda Jazz – all compact 

names for a compact car.

The Subaru BRZ offers another interesting example 

leveraging both length and familiarity to its 

advantage: the brevity of the three-letter name, as 

well as the subtle nod to the notion of an effortless 

"breeze" perfectly captures the impression of cruising 

around in a swift and agile sports car.

The sound, rhythm, length and origin of a brand 

name convey subtle information about the traits 

of the brand experience, such as size, shape, 

smoothness or distance. Even when a brand name 

may seem meaningless, there is a strong likelihood 

that the seemingly arbitrary name may quietly 

shape consumers’ perceptions – which in turn has 

the potential to impact the global performance of 

a name by striking a distinct emotional chord with 

customers.

Summary

1. Explore the Imaginary of the Brand Experience 

using your senses before creating a name. Start with 

a projective technique: If your brand were a letter, a 

sound, a smell, a shape, a musical note...

Here are the 3 key takeaways to leverage sound in the creation of a name:

Source: Honda Jazz

Source: Suzuki Swift

Source: Subaru BRZ

Source: VW Up!

2. Use Sets of Oppositions to Define Your Brand 

Experience

The oppositions should depend upon the brief and 

the context, but a few common oppositions include:

3. Beware of Shortcuts

Just as unique combinations can create striking 

designs, the same holds true with naming. While a 

letter in itself is not enough to convey a sensation, 

the association of vowels and consonants, combined 

with a specific rhythm and length will create the 

best name.

Creating a name worthy of building a brand universe 

around it will require us to take a “bouba/kiki” 

approach to naming. When meticulous attention is 

paid to the combination, length, rhythm and sound 

of letters and words, we unlock greater nuance 

and texture of meaning. By tapping into perceptual 

patterns proven to travel the globe, a name can have 

the effect of tapping into the senses while evoking a 

vivid image for anyone who encounters it. 

light VS weight: E.g. Nike Air Max vs. Timberland Richmond Ridge Chukka (Source: Nike, Timberland)

Brief VS long

Simultaneous VS Consecutive

Close VS Distant

Open VS Close

High VS Low

Masculine VS Feminine

Round VS Sharp

Light VS Dark …
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Chinese Brand 
Names Go Global: 
Can They Protect 
IP Abroad?

Labbrand X Rouse

Global Names of 

Chinese Brands

As Chinese brands capture the growing 

Chinese market, they are increasingly 

pursuing global consumers. As they 

expand abroad, their brand names are 

at the heart of a winning strategy. A 

simple, easy-to-remember name that 

speaks to local consumers can tangibly 

amplify your impact.

What types of names can a Chinese 

brand use? There are two major options.

1. Pinyin, the Alphabetic System for Writing 

Chinese

Pinyin has long been an easy choice for Chinese 

brands when they go abroad. Industry leaders IT 

tech, home appliances, and automotive like Baidu, 

Huawei, Haier, and Dongfeng all use it. Young and 

innovative internet-era brands Xiaomi, DiDi, DJI, and 

more have also chosen pinyin as they step onto the 

global stage. In doing so, they demonstrate China’s 

power and cultural self-confidence. On the other 

hand, pinyin carries with it some risks. Can it fit 

into the local language and culture? Can consumers 

pronounce it?

Source: Xiaomi, DiDi, DJ, Huawei

2. Western Alphabetic Name

As China grows increasingly international, brand 

owners are increasingly choosing Western alphabetic 

names, for example Lenovo, Casarte, and TikTok.

The names Casarte (Italian: The art of the home) 

and TikTok are both powerful unions between 

foreign culture and the brand’s positioning. They’re 

comfortable and familiar-sounding to global 

consumers, making them shine in international 

markets.

Source: Lenovo, 
Casarte, TikTok
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Names of some brands such as White Elephant, a 

Chinese battery maker, make cultural missteps in 

certain markets. In English-speaking countries, the 

name alludes to expensive yet useless items; while in 

India, the white elephant is considered sacred.

To avoid the hassle and expense of renaming after 

your brand launches, we urge brands to fully consider 

the connotations of their brand names in local 

languages and cultures before entering overseas 

markets.

Source: White Elephant-Chinese battery maker

As the “Belt and Road Initiative” becomes a new 

engine boosting the global economy, intellectual 

property rights are becoming a new power 

deepening the economic and trade relationships 

between China and neighboring countries. 

Trademarks-signs that distinguish the origin of 

goods and services-are one of the important 

intangible assets of enterprises and one of the core 

intellectual property rights to be secured overseas 

by enterprises. However, due to language barriers, 

and differences in cultural and legal systems, Chinese 

companies have frequently encountered difficulties 

in obtaining trademark protection or enforcing the 

trademark rights overseas. Our partner, Rouse, will 

share the key considerations for Chinese enterprises 

planning for overseas trademark applications.

The basic factors to consider are the trademark 

applicant, the trademark itself, the trademark 

classes (goods and services), and the jurisdictions. 

Your approach to each of these topics depends on 

your international business plan, your timeline, and 

your budget for intellectual property protection. 

Optimizing budget has become a top priority in 

overseas trademark application strategy. Such 

strategic planning usually requires the enterprise's 

intellectual property/legal department to thoroughly 

communicate and coordinate with the business, 

marketing, f inance and other relevant departments, 

even top management, to understand the needs of 

each department and strive for maximum internal 

support. 

A: This needs to be 

determined in conjunction 

with the company’s overall 

structure, tax considerations, 

and capital flows. 

Q: Which company should be the trademark 

applicant (owner)? The Chinese parent company? 

The overseas subsidiaries? Or a special intellectual 

property management company?

Overseas Intellectual Property Rights Protection – 

Trademark Challenges in Multinational Management
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Q: Should we only apply for the Chinese house 

trademark? Do we need a foreign language 

trademark? A trademark in a local language? Is the 

local trademark a translation, a transliteration, or 

a newly coined name?

Q: Should we only cover the classes of core goods 

and services? Or better to extend to all relevant 

classes?

Q: Should we only cover the country jurisdictions 

where the business has launched? Or extend to all 

jurisdictions in the business plan?

All in all, the best overseas trademark 

application strategy is the one that achieves the 

goals of the enterprise, meet their needs, and 

guarantees the operation and expansion of the 

enterprise’s business overseas!

About Labbrand

About Rouse

A: These all need to be 

decided based on the 

company’s business plan, 

the launch timeline, local 

trademark application 

systems and means 

of enforcement, and 

available budget.

Labbrand is the leading China-originated global brand 

consultancy with regional operations in APAC (Shanghai, 

Singapore), Europe (Paris), and North America (New 

York, Vancouver). We drive forward the positive power 

of branding. Leading brands on impactful journeys, we 

create meaningful brand experiences by bringing together 

excellence in research, strategy, design and verbal identity.

Rouse is a top intellectual property consultancy primarily 

focused on the emerging markets of Asia and the Middle 

East, with a leading UK IP Consultancy practice. In all 

markets where it operates, it aims to be a leader in the 

field. They have a team of more than 600 (including 

lawyers, patent and trademark attorneys) working in 

17 offices around the world to provide the full range 

of IP services, from patent and trademark portfolio 

management to commercialization and intellectual asset 

management. Long-standing clients include many of the 

world’s foremost IP owners. 

Rouse China, in association with Beijing Lusheng law firm, 

has long had a strong presence in China. Rouse’s team of 

over 350 professional and support staff are well placed in 

the four offices of Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Hong 

Kong.
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4 Facets of the Brand – a Framework

Setting Your 
Naming Process 
up for Success - 
the Diamond in 
the Rough

Archana Mohan

Research Director, New York

At Labbrand, naming is considered 

a combination of art and science. If 

name creation is the art, the process of 

applying and mixing paint on a blank 

canvas in search of a perfect Mona Lisa; 

then name selection would represent 

the scientific dimension.

The methodical actions for selection 

are executed with intent to ensure the 

naming works, not just for the brand 

attributes and positioning, but also for 

its key stakeholders – i.e. customers, 

employees, investors, etc.

Selection is not just a final step in the 

naming process, the ethos for the 

selection is to be infused into the entire 

naming process to best position the 

team and the project for success. The 

rationale behind the selection is the 

guiding principle and is to never be 

reverse engineered.

In this article, we present our 4 Facets 

framework, a simple yet effective tool 

to come to a practical and creative 

translation of the brand that enriches 

the overall process from the start by 

broadening the brand idea through 

reflecting on each facet rather than 

narrowing it down. 

Convergence on the “Reason 

to be” : Form 4 Facets to Shape 

Your Diamond

Intent and prioritization are the two factors that 

drive the success of the naming process as a whole 

and the selection process in specific. Often times, at 

the start of the naming – there is a lot of excitement 

that comes with the adrenaline rush of creating 

something new; so we hear a lot of "it’s a clean 

slate", "there are really no boundaries" – but these 

are red flags, as this reflects that there is ambiguity 

around the key proposition or the "reason to be" of 

the brand.

The 4 Facet framework helps branding teams 

navigate these pitfalls.

The strength of the 4 Facet framework is that 

through an engaging journey the brand teams are 

able to distill the brand into a canvas of 4 facets, 

which become the guiding beacon through the 

naming proliferation stage and eventually forms the 

guard rails during the selection process.
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Prioritize & Select: Use Tools to 

Polish Your Diamond

Often the brand team expects to have an experience 

akin to "love at first sight" with a name, which 

hardly ever happens and realistically is not the goal 

either – this is not a beauty pageant to decide based 

on subjective appeal. The selection process one is 

Rubric: 

An assessment tool that defines clearly what the 

key goals are for the names, allowing the key 

stakeholders to evaluate the name across the 

different dimensions. This is a powerful tool to 

narrow down the top names (from a larger subset of 

8-10), as it keeps the process transparent, objective 

and verifiable.

Workshop Sessions with Key Stakeholders:

Names are meant to be future-proof (not completely 

constrained by the current market reality) and we 

find that involving the key stakeholders in a more 

open discussion moderated by an external facilitator 

allows us to analyze the names beyond just the pros 

& cons.

There are a range of tools that can be leveraged 

to find the diamond in the rough, these tools help 

build consensus in an objective and equitable 

manner – where everyone in the room has the 

opportunity to weigh in with their thinking 

without feeling obligated to agree. Some key 

tools that Labbrand prioritizes are:

Bet on the Name: Gamify the process by 

allowing the core team to bet on their top 

runners by having them allocate their chips 

across the names – this allows us to see not just 

the top names but also assess how much better 

do they fare in comparison to the other names

Define the Brand: have the core team define the 

brand using the name as inspiration across the 4 

Proliferation of Themes & 

Territories: Leverage Collective 

Efforts to Shape Your Diamond

A co-creation exercise is a powerful tool to leverage 

during the naming process as it greatly helps the 

selection step, as it:

1. Helps channel the key stakeholders’ priorities and 

sentiments into the naming process, by expanding 

on naming territories and themes that strike a chord

2. Through the process, the team is able to 

empathize with the naming journey – understand 

the challenges and restrictions

3. This ensures that at the point of selection the 

team is already aware of the goals, journey and 

priorities, which brings greater clarity and cohesion 

at the selection stage. 

deliberate and purposeful, aimed at finding a name 

that works across 3 key parameters:

1.Right vessel for the brand story (i.e. brand’s reason 

to be)

2.Relevant & persuasive for the desired consumer of 

today and tomorrow

3.Memorable
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facets. This will enable the team to assess the names 

on their ability to deliver on the vision 

Research:

In Conclusion

The journey for each name is unique and nuanced 

and the idea is not to make it an assembly line 

approach. The 4 facets framework kicks off the 

process and guides the project team through a 

streamlined process. From the initial convergence 

of reasoning, to the proliferation of themes and 

territories, and the final prioritization and selection 

of the name. 

The process ensures that the brand broadens the 

brand idea and is able to not only land on a diamond, 

but also cut and polish it to make it shine bright 

amongst the name options.
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Ideas change the world.
At Labbrand, we engineer 
ideas and bring them to life.

Quantitative Research to evaluate finalist 

names that are more homogenous (represent a 

similar territory/ theme)

Qualitative Research to explore names that 

are more heterogenous in nature in terms of 

territories and naming convention (descriptive vs. 

evocative). 


